I have an idea about what I want to do this summer

I have no idea what I want to do this summer

I have a few interests I'd like to pursue

I don't know what I like

Tell us what you did! hw.com/summeropportunities

What is most important for you to get from a summer opportunity?

Cash Money & Real World Experience

Cool Networking Contacts or Getting Your Feet Wet in a Specific Company, Field, or Industry

You might thrive in a part- or full-time job

What is most important for you to get from a summer opportunity?

An internship or summer program may be up your alley

I have no idea what to do

Remember those interests of yours?

Sure

Huh?

Assess your interests:
- Email Miss Daniels for assistance and resources ASAP

Assess your interests:
- Email Miss Daniels for assistance and resources ASAP

You might thrive in a part- or full-time job

An internship or summer program may be up your alley

I know how to find the job I'm looking for

Great! Hop to it!

Heard of Google?
- Yes
- Yes
- Yes

Assess your interests:
- Email Miss Daniels for assistance and resources ASAP

Browse these search engines:
- Snagajob
- Monster.com
- Indeed
- SimplyHired
- Looksharp/InternMatch

Talk to your dean or Miss Daniels about securing an internship

Let your dean and Miss Daniels know when you secure an opportunity

Summer Opportunities Directory hw.com/summeropportunities

What if I find something on my own?

Browse the directory and apply for a program

An internship is a professional learning experience that emphasizes on-the-job training in a particular role

A summer program is an opportunity that provides enrichment in a specific field of study
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